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ABSTRACT

Nonnegative matrix factorization is an appealing technique for many
audio applications. However, in it’s basic form it does not use tem-
poral structure, which is an important source of information in
speech processing. In this paper, we propose NMF-based filtering
and smoothing algorithms that are related to Kalman filtering and
smoothing. While our prediction step is similar to that of Kalman
filtering, we develop a multiplicative update step which is more con-
venient for nonnegative data analysis and in line with existing NMF
literature. The proposed smoothing approach introduces anunavoid-
able processing delay, but the filtering algorithm does not and can
be readily used for on-line applications. Our experiments using
the proposed algorithms show a significant improvement overthe
baseline NMF approaches. In the case of speech denoising with fac-
tory noise at 0 dB input SNR, the smoothing algorithm outperforms
NMF with 3.2 dB in SDR and around 0.5 MOS in PESQ, likewise
source separation experiments result in improved performance due
to taking advantage of the temporal regularities in speech.

Index Terms— Nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF), Prob-
abilistic latent component analysis (PLCA), Prediction, Temporal
dependencies.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) [1] is a technique that de-
composes a nonnegative matrix into a product of two nonnegative
matrices such that one contains basis vectors and the other contains
activations. NMF can be seen as a feature extraction method that
discovers a low-dimensional representation in terms of a set of ba-
sis vectors. When applied to speech or music spectrograms, NMF
has been shown to produce promising results in different applica-
tions [2–5].

Since the basic NMF model ignores temporal correlations, dif-
ferent approaches have been used in the past to enhance the decom-
position to model time dependencies for audio signals. For exam-
ple, Virtanen [2] used a regularization term in NMF, motivated by
the temporal dependencies of speech signals, to develop a monau-
ral sound source separation algorithm. A regularized NMF was also
used in [6] where a heuristic regulation term was added to theNMF
cost function that enforced temporal constraints as part ofa noise
reduction scheme. Another regularized NMF was proposed in [7]
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in which anl2-norm penalty term was constructed and added to the
NMF cost function to encourage temporal smoothness betweenthe
NMF coefficients.

In a recently developed class of approaches, NMF and the hid-
den Markov model (HMM) are combined to model the temporal as-
pects in the NMF [3, 8, 9]. In order to develop a blind source sepa-
ration or speech enhancement algorithm in this case, the models for
the two considered signals should be combined to form a factorial
HMM. Therefore, even though these approaches are quite success-
ful in modeling temporal dependencies, they are too computationally
expensive for an on-line algorithm. Moreover, the temporalmodel-
ing in these methods cannot go beyond the first order Markov chain
because of computational issues.

Bayesian NMF approaches can also provide an alternative way
to derive more meaningful factorizations for audio signals. A linear
minimum mean square error (LMMSE) estimator was proposed
in [10] for speech enhancement where the temporal dynamics were
used in filter construction. In [11], an on-line speech enhancement
algorithm was proposed in which temporal aspects of the datawere
used to obtain informative prior distributions to be applied in a
Bayesian NMF framework.

In this paper, we propose filtering and smoothing algorithmsfor
NMF strategies that are motivated by Kalman filtering and smooth-
ing. We assume that the NMF coefficients are stochastic processes,
and that they evolve through a vector autoregressive (VAR) model
over time. Therefore, in addition to the basis matrix, therewill be
some regression parameters associated with each signal. The pro-
posed algorithm (for both filtering and smoothing) has two steps.
First, we predict the current frame’s NMF coefficients giveneither
past observations (in filtering) or both past and future observations
(in smoothing), and second, we update the estimates given the cur-
rent observation. We propose a multiplicative update step of the esti-
mates that can be interpreted using the HMM terminology. Thepro-
posed scheme introduces a new way of thinking about the problem
that has not been considered in the current literature. We demon-
strate the strength of our method using both synthetic examples and
real applications including denoising and speech source separation.

2. PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we present the proposed approach for a probabilis-
tic NMF in the context of probabilistic latent component analysis
(PLCA) [12]. In Subsection 2.1, we review the basic PLCA model



and define the required notations. The proposed approach is given
in Subsection 2.2 for the filtering and in 2.3 for the smoothing prob-
lems, and finally, Subsection 2.4 illustrates how we can process a
mixed signal with these techniques.

2.1. Background

PLCA is a probabilistic formulation of NMF in which the distribu-
tion of an input vector is approximated as a convex combination of
some weighted marginal distributions. A latent variable isdefined
to refer to the index of the underlying mixture component that has
generated an observation, and the probabilities of different outcomes
of this latent variable determine the weights in the mixture.

We denote the magnitude spectrogram of the speech by a ran-
dom matrixX with elementsXft wheref is the frequency index
andt is the time index, and the realizations byx = [xft]. Also, we
refer to thet-th column ofX by Xt. The random vectorXt is as-
sumed to be distributed according to a multinomial distribution [13]
whose parameter vector is denoted byθt, with the expected value
given as:E(Xt) = γtθt. Here,γt =

P
f
xft is the total num-

ber of draws from the distribution at timet. Thef -th element ofθt

(θft) indicates the probability thatf -th row ofXt will be chosen in
a particular draw from the multinomial distribution.

Let us define the scalar random variableΦt that can take one
of theF possible frequency indicesf = 1, . . . F as its outcome.
Thef -th element ofθt is now given as:θft = p(Φt = f). Also,
let Vt denote a scalar random latent variable that can take one of
the I possible discrete valuesi = 1, . . . I . Using the conditional
probabilities,p(Φt = f) is given by

θft = p (Φt = f) =

IX
i=1

p (Φt = f | Vt = i) p (Vt = i) . (1)

We define a coefficient matrixv with elementsvit = p(Vt = i),
and a basis matrixb with elementsbfi = p(Φt = f | Vt = i).
In principle, b is time-invariant and includes the possible spectral
structures of the speech signal. Eq. (1) is now equivalentlywritten
as:θt = bvt.

An observed spectrogramx can be approximated as the ex-
pected value of the underlying multinomial distribution asxt ≈
E(Xt) = γtθt. Consequently, the nonnegative factorization is writ-
ten as:xt ≈ γtbvt or xt = γtbvt + wt wherewt is an additive
noise.

The basis and coefficient matrices (b andv) can be estimated
using the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [13]. The itera-
tive update rules are given by:

vit ←
vit
P

f
bfi (xft/x̂ft)P

i
vit
P

f
bfi (xft/x̂ft)

, (2)

bfi ←
bfi
P

t
vit (xft/x̂ft)P

f
bfi
P

t
vit (xft/x̂ft)

, (3)

wherex̂t = γtbvt is the model approximation that is updated after
each iteration. Note that, given the basis matrixb in (2), the up-
date equation ofvt is independent of all the other time instances.
Therefore, the time dependencies can not be modeled using (2).

2.2. Filtering

The goal of the proposed filtering approach is to develop an on-line
algorithm to estimate a coefficient vectorvt given all the current and

past observations, which are denoted byx
t
1 = {x1, . . .xt}. Here,

we assume that the basis matrixb is obtained using some training
data and is kept fixed thereafter. We assume that the coefficient
vectors are modeled by anM -th order vector autoregressive (VAR)
model as:

vt =

MX
m=1

Amvt−m + ut , (4)

xt = γtbvt +wt , (5)

whereAm is theI × I autoregressive coefficient matrix associated
with m-th lag, ut is the process noise, andwt is the observation
noise in the model.

Even though (4) and (5) represent a complete state-space model
that can be easily converted to a first order VAR model, nonnegativ-
ity of vt andxt prohibits the direct application of Kalman filtering.
Following, we present an alternative approach that has a prediction
and an update step as with Kalman filtering. The prediction ofthe
coefficient vectorvt, givenxt−1

1 , is denoted bŷvt|t−1 and is simply
obtained as:

v̂t|t−1 =

MX
m=1

Amv̂t−m|t−m , (6)

wherev̂t−m|t−m is the updated estimate ofvt−m givenxt−m
1 . As

the update step, the basic PLCA model is applied (by iterating (2))
to obtain the correction term that is denoted byṽt. Now, we update
the estimate ofvt as

v̂t|t =

�
v̂t|t−1

�β
⊙ ṽtP

i

�
v̂t|t−1

�β
⊙ ṽt

, (7)

where(·)β and⊙ denote element-wise power and product operators,
respectively,β is the prior strength and might not be equal one, and
the normalization is performed to ensure thatv̂t|t is a probability
vector. ṽt is a probability vector where each of its elements is pro-
portional to the similarity between the corresponding basis vector
and the observationxt . The multiplicative update in (7) is similar to
the forward algorithm in an HMM, where the observation likelihood
is replaced with̃vt. Therefore,̂vt|t can also be seen as the posterior
probability of the latent variables (hidden states in the HMM).

The VAR coefficientsAm,m = 1, . . .M , can be estimated in
different ways (e.g., [14, ch. 11]). In this paper, we carry out a sub-
optimal approach to estimate these matrices for simplicity. Letv(m)

denote the matrixv, in which the columns are shifted bym, i.e.
v
(m)
i,t = vi,t+m. Then,Am is estimated asAm = v

(m)
v
⊤ where

⊤ represents the matrix transpose. The columns ofAm are then
normalized to sum to one, and hence,A⊤

m can also be interpreted
as a transition matrix in a multimatrix mixture transition distribution
(MTD) model [15].

2.3. Smoothing

The smoothing problem arises when we want to estimate a co-
efficient vectorvt given both past and future data, i.e.xT

1 =
{x1, . . .xt,xt+1, . . .xT }, whereT is the total number of observa-
tions. This estimate is referred to asv̂t|T (in contrast, the estimate
using filtering was denoted bŷvt|t in (7)).

For this purpose, the PLCA algorithm is applied toxT
1 to find

the coefficient matrix̃v. Then, a forward prediction matrix with
columns given byv̂t|t−1 and a backward prediction matrix with



columns given bŷλt|T are obtained as:

v̂t|t−1 =

MX
m=1

Amṽt−m , (8)

λ̂t|T =

MX
m=1

A⊤
mṽt+m . (9)

In principle, to evaluate (8) and (9) it suffices to have access to
observations fromt −M throught +M . Therefore, the algorithm
will introduce a delay ofM short time frames. Since our estimation
approach of the VAR model parameters makesA⊤

m similar to a tran-
sition matrix, (9) can be seen as an adaption of the HMM backward
algorithm [16]. The updated estimate ofvt is now given as:

v̂t|T =

�
λ̂t|T ⊙ v̂t|t−1

�β
⊙ ṽtP

i

�
λ̂t|T ⊙ v̂t|t−1

�β
⊙ ṽt

. (10)

2.4. Source Separation Using the Proposed Method

To separate unknown sources from a given mixture, we can learn
the basis matrices and VAR coefficient matrices for all the involved
sources off-line, and then concatenate them properly to model the
mixed signal.

Denote the coefficient vector of the mixed signal byvt, which
is estimated using (7) or (10). Letxt ≈

P
k
sk,t be the observed

mixture, wheresk,t represents thet-th column of thek-th source’s
spectrogram. The spectrogram of each source is estimated by

ŝk,t =
bskvk,tP
k
bskvk,t

⊙ xt , (11)

where division is performed element-wise,bsk is the basis matrix
of the k-th source, andvk,t is a coefficient vector that includes a
subset of the elements ofvt that are associated withbsk . Eq. (11) is
known as the Wiener reconstruction and is widely used with NMF-
based source separation (e.g., [5]).

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The proposed filtering/smoothing and the basic PLCA algorithms
were applied to three different problems. In this section, we present
the results and discuss the effect of different model parameters on
the performance. We used the magnitude spectrogram of speech and
noise signals as the input to the algorithms. The separated/enhanced
time-domain signals were obtained using the phase of the mixed in-
put signal and the overlap-add procedure. In our experiments here
we consider three tasks: the separation of structured speech signals,
speech denoising, and source separation.

3.1. Separation of Speech and Its Time-reversed Version

We applied the smoothing algorithm (10) to a mixed signal where the
mixture was obtained as the sum of a temporally structured speech
signal (see Fig. 1) and its time-reversed version at a sampling rate
of 8 kHz. The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) with a frame length
of 128 ms,75% overlap, and a Hann window was applied to obtain
the magnitude spectrogram of the signals as the input to the NMF
algorithms.60 basis vectors were trained for each source and were
used in PLCA and the proposed algorithm.
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Fig. 1: Magnitude spectrograms of the original inputs (top row),
the separated sources using PLCA (middle row) and the separated
sources using the proposed algorithm (bottom row). For legibility
reasons we only show the frequency range0 ∼ 2 kHz.

The top panels of Fig. 1 show the spectrogram of the original
signals. Since the basis matrices for the two source signalsare ef-
fectively similar, basic PLCA or any other standard NMF algorithm
will not be able to separate the sources. We see that by observing
the separated sources which unfortunately closely resemble the mix-
ture signal (see second row panels in Fig. 1). The bottom panels of
Fig. 1 show the extracted source spectrograms using (10), which are
obtained using parametersM = 4 andβ = 1. Because there is a
specific temporal structure that the two sources have (either ascend-
ing or descending pitch), we can tell the two sounds apart despite
the fact that they have spectrally identical basis matrices. This ex-
periment verifies the benefit of temporal modeling in a difficult sep-
aration task. The separation performance in this case is around 11
dB improvement in source to distortion ratio (SDR) [17], while the
basic PLCA leads to only 0.5 dB improvement, which is effectively
no separation.

3.2. Speech Denoising

We consider a noise reduction application where the desiredspeech
signal is corrupted by an additive noise. A speaker-dependent ap-
proach is followed here in which a separate basis matrix is trained
for each speaker and each noise type beforehand. The experiment
was done for 100 randomly chosen speakers with different genders
from the TIMIT database [18], where 9 out of the 10 available sen-
tences were used for training speech model and the other sentence
was used for testing.

The denoising algorithms were evaluated for two babble and fac-
tory noises taken from the NOISEX-92 database [19]. All the signals
were down-sampled to 16 kHz. The frame length and overlap length
in the DFT analysis were set to 64 and 60 ms, respectively. We
learned 60 basis vectors for speech and 20 and 30 basis vectors for
babble and factory noises, respectively.

First, we start by presenting an overall result of the denoising
performances for both the smoothing and filtering algorithms. Since
speech and noise signals have different temporal characteristics, we
chose to use different powers (β) in (7) or (10) for speech (βspeech)
and noise (βnoise) coefficients. These should be set experimentally,
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Fig. 2: Effect of the VAR model order and noise prior strength on theperformance of speech denoising with the smoothing algorithm.
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Fig. 3: Performance of denoising algorithms for a noisy signal at a0
dB input SNR.

and we will discuss it shortly using Fig. 2. The performance is mea-
sured using SDR, source to interference ratio (SIR), and source to
artifact ratio (SAR) [17]. We also evaluated the perceptualquality
of the enhanced speech using PESQ [20]. Fig. 3 presents the results
for a noisy signal at a 0 dB input signal to noise ratio (SNR), where
we have usedM = 1, βspeech= 0.5, βnoise = 0.2 for filtering, and
βspeech= 0.9, βnoise= 0.6 for smoothing.

The results show a significant improvement in SDR, which re-
sults in better overall quality of demised speech, as compared to the
baseline PLCA. Moreover, the evaluation shows that applying the
temporal dynamics has increased the SIR whereas the SAR was re-
duced compared to the baseline. In fact, the algorithms haveled to a
fair trade-off between removing noise and introducing artifacts in the
enhanced signal. The PESQ values also confirm a very good qual-
ity improvement using the proposed algorithms. Specifically in the
case of the factory noise and with the smoothing algorithm, PESQ is
improved by around 0.5 MOS compared to the baseline. Addition-
ally, the figure illustrates that the smoothing algorithm has produced
slightly better SDR and PESQ values than the filtering approach.

Finally, let us consider the smoothing approach applied to the
babble case and study the effect of the model order (M ) and prior
strength (β) on the performance. Fig. 2 shows three objective mea-
sures as functions of the model order (M = 1, 2, 3, 4) and noise
prior strength (βnoise) while βspeech= 0.9. As the figure shows, in-
creasing the model order from1 to 4 has not changed the peak per-

Table 1: Performance of the algorithms for speech source separa-
tion.

Algorithm SDR (dB) SIR (dB) SAR (dB)

Baseline PLCA 4.8 8.5 8.2
Filtering 5.5 11 7.8

Smoothing 5.7 12.5 7.5

formance. However, it has made the algorithm more robust to the
value ofβnoise. Also, the previously usedβnoise = 0.6 falls into the
optimal range ofβnoise.

3.3. Speech Source Separation

The last application we consider here is monaural speech source
separation. We applied the proposed algorithms to 50 mixture sig-
nals for randomly-chosen different-gender speaker pair 0dB mix-
tures from the TIMIT database. The DFT analysis and the setting
of model parameters including the number of speech basis vectors,
M , andβspeechwere done as described in Subsection 3.2.

Table 1 summarizes the results in terms of BSS-EVAL mea-
sures [17]. Including the temporal dynamics has increased SIR but
reduced SAR compared to the baseline. This is consistent with what
was also observed in noise reduction in 3.2. In this case, thereduc-
tion in SAR is small and almost negligible while the SIR improve-
ment is significant. Considering the SDR as a measure of overall
speech quality, the evaluation shows that the performance has in-
creased up to 0.9 dB due to the smoothing algorithm.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper we introduced an approach to take advantage of tem-
poral dependencies of sounds when performing NMF-style denois-
ing and separation. Although we developed the algorithm using the
PLCA terminology, adaption of the scheme to NMF and its variants
is straightforward. The proposed two-step estimation approach for
the NMF coefficients makes use of both temporal continuity and fi-
delity of an observation at a given time instant. We demonstrated the
improvements that we obtained by the developed method in various
applications using experimental means. Noticeably, we showed that
our method can lead to improved results in source separationeven
when the basis matrices of the two underlying sources are practically
the same. This allows us to attack mixture problems with sources
that can be very similar in spectral characteristics and discernible
only through their temporal structure.
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